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Serbian Press campaign became more bitter and dangerous,
and the reports from the Balkans more alarming.21 Official
reports reached Sir Edward Grey from Vienna, based on
confidential information from Count Liitzow, formerly
Austrian Ambassador in Rome and now an intimate asso-
ciate of Count Berchtold, which foreshadowed a very stiff
ultimatum.22 From Paris Grey received militaristic clip-
pings from the Matin and the Temps; the latter was pub-
lishing a series of very chauvinistic articles from their
Russian correspondent, setting forth Russia's great increase
in military strength and preparedness for war with Ger-
many.23 And from St. Petersburg Buchanan reported in
no uncertain terms Sazonov's statement that "anything in
the shape of an Austrian ultimatum at Belgrade could not
leave Russia indifferent, and she might be forced to take
some precautionary military measures." 24
Noting these more stormy indications on the sinking
political barometer, Sir Edward Grey deemed it opportune
to throw out a cautious peace proposal. Acceding neither to
Lichnowsky's desire that he should put restraining pressure
on Russia, which he knew would be resented by the two
other members of the Triple Entente, nor to the desire of
Russia for restraining pressure upon Austria,25 which he
feared would be equally resented at Vienna and at Berlin,26
Sir Edward Grey chose a more cautious middle course. He
made the confidential suggestion to Sir George Buchanan
in Russia of what were later called "direct conversations"
between Vienna and St. Petersburg:
It is possible that the Serbian Government have been
negligent, and that proceedings at the trial at Sarajevo will
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